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Abstract. We propose a temporal latent space model for user commu-
nity prediction in social networks, whose goal is to predict future emerg-
ing user communities based on past history of users’ topics of interest.
Our model assumes that each user lies within an unobserved latent space,
and similar users in the latent space representation are more likely to be
members of the same user community. The model allows each user to
adjust its location in the latent space as her topics of interest evolve over
time. Empirically, we demonstrate that our model, when evaluated on a
Twitter dataset, outperforms existing approaches under two application
scenarios, namely news recommendation and user prediction on a host
of metrics such as mrr, ndcg as well as precision and f-measure.

1 Introduction

Social networks have been an effective medium for communication and social
interaction. Predicting users’ behaviour, interactions, and influence are of inter-
est due to their wide range of applications such as personalized recommenda-
tions and marketing campaigns. Community-level analytics provide the means
to understand social network dynamics at a higher collective level. In order to
support community-level models, various community detection methods have
been proposed, which employ information such as users’ social connections and
content engagement to identify communities. The objective of these models is to
identify past and current user communities; however, little work has been done
on community prediction, that is, to determine how the community structure of
a social network will look like in a future yet-to-be-observed time interval.

In this paper, we focus on an instance of this problem, namely content-
based (topical) future community prediction. Specifically, given a sequence of
users’ contributions towards a set of topics from time interval 1 to T, the goal
is to predict topical user communities in a future interval T + 1. To perform
topical future community prediction, we construct graph snapshots Gt for each
time interval t in which users are linked based on pairwise topical similarity
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at time interval t. Given the sequence of graph snapshots [G1:T] from time 1
to T, we propose temporal latent space modeling to predict inter-user topical
similarities in GT+1 after which a community detection method yields future
user communities.

Latent space modeling [26] has been successfully employed for link prediction
in graphs where given the observed links in the graph, the location of each node
in a latent space is learned such that the closer two nodes are in that space,
the higher the probability of a link between them would be. In other words,
similarity in latent space translates into links in graph space. Latent space mod-
eling preserves homophily [23] where links between nodes are considered clues
for similarity, and so, densely connected groups of nodes imply communities.

Different approaches based on matrix factorization and deep neural net-
works [1,31–33] have been proposed to learn the latent space model of users
in the social network. For instance, Akbari et al. [1] propose to learn a single
multi-modal latent space representation from users’ social views including net-
work structure as well as contents, inter-user interactions (e.g., reply or retweet),
and prior knowledge (if any). However, such studies are concerned with static
graphs, where the latent representation of the users are fixed. They overlook the
fact that latent space representations need to evolve over time and, hence, fall
short when identifying user communities of the future.

Temporal tensor-factorization approaches [11], or temporal latent space mod-
els [34] go beyond static networks and assume that the network is dynamic and
changes over time. Such models endeavor to learn low-rank latent space repre-
sentations based on the intuition that nodes can move in latent space over time.
While suitable for predicting links in a social network, dynamic link prediction
models are inherently deficient when the communities need to take users’ con-
tent similarity into account, i.e., identify content-based user communities in the
future. Temporal content-based user community prediction is of interest due to
the following reasons: (i) there are many users on a social network that have
similar interests but are not explicitly linked to each other, (ii) an explicit social
link does not necessarily indicate user interest similarity but could be owing
to sociological processes such as conformity, sociability or other factors such
as friendship and kinship [10,28], (iii) there are some cases where the network
structure is not accessible [4] or misleading, e.g., when links are fraudulent due
to link-farming [21], and (iv) empirical research has shown that link evolution
happens at a much lower pace compared to content changes [24], particularly
because links are often not removed when they become effectively ‘dead’.

Temporal content-based user community detection methods currently exist
that incorporate temporal aspects of users’ content and stress that users of the
same community would ideally show similar interest patterns for similar topics
over time [12,17,18]. However, users’ temporal content is only used for pairwise
user similarity calculation to build content-based user communities as opposed
to user community prediction. As a result, they have limited applicability for
identifying user communities of the future. Regression techniques such as autore-
gressive integrated moving average (arima) and support vector regression (svr)
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that leverage temporal information to predict users’ future interests have shown
promising results and can be utilized to identify user communities in the future
based on users’ pairwise content similarity [3]. However, they require building
predictive models on a per user basis and, hence, are practically prohibitive.

In this work, we propose temporal latent space modeling to predict content-
based user communities in the future. First, contrary to non-temporal methods
[31–33], our approach incorporates temporality. Second, in contrast to Zhu et al.’s
method [34] and the likes [11,14,27,35] that focus on dynamics of social network
structure, our approach employs dynamics of social content. Third, although
we use temporal information to predict future users’ topical interests similar to
regression methods, we train only one model for all users and, thus, significantly
reduce computational cost compared to regression techniques. Last, unlike Fani
et al. [12] and Hu et al. [18] who employ users’ temporal and topical interests for
performing pairwise user similarities in order to identify user communities up
until ‘now’, our work in this paper employs such information for predicting user
communities ‘in the future’, which is a step forward compared to the state of
the art. We perform experiments on a Twitter corpus and compare our work for
user community prediction with several state-of-the-art baselines in the context
of news recommendation and user prediction. The results show that our method,
which incorporates the temporal evolution of users’ topics of interest within
latent space, exhibits a stronger predictive power compared to the baselines.

The key contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We propose a temporal latent space model for user community prediction in
social networks that (i) allows users to change their latent representations as
their topics of interest evolve over time, and (ii) users who are similar not
only in their contribution towards the same set of topics of interest, but also
have similar temporal behaviour, remain close in d-dimensional latent space.

2. We illustrate how temporal latent space modeling can be effectively employed
to predict future emerging content-based user communities given the past
history of users’ topics of interest.

3. We perform experimentation on a Twitter dataset to demonstrate the superi-
ority of our proposed model compared to the state of the art methods under
two application scenarios, namely, news recommendation and user prediction
on a host of metrics such as mrr, ndcg as well as precision and f-measure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we describe the related
work. Sections 3 and 4 are dedicated to the problem definition and the details
of our proposed approach. Section 5 presents our experimental work after which
Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

In this paper, we assume that an existing state of the art technique such as those
proposed in [5,30,36] can be employed for extracting and modeling users’ topics
of interest. Therefore, we will not be engaged with the process of identifying
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topics and will only focus on determining content-based user communities in a
future time interval based on the temporal interest of users from the past up
until now towards those topics. Given this focus, the related works to this paper
are largely centered around two areas: (1) temporal user community detection;
and, (2) temporal latent space modeling.

2.1 Temporal User Community Detection

There is a rich line of research on user community detection; ranging from
link-based community detection methods [16,19,31], which rely only on net-
work structure, to content (topic)-based approaches, which mainly focus on
information content generated by the users [4,22]. More recently, several effec-
tive approaches have been proposed which integrate both the network struc-
ture (links) and content to improve community detection performance [1,7]. All
these works assume that the user’s topics of interest remain stable across time.
However, very few consider the notion of temporality in users’ topics of inter-
est [12,17,18], particularly in online social networks such as Twitter.

From among the work that consider temporality, Hu et al. [18] have proposed
a probabilistic generative model jointly over text, time and links, namely commu-
nity level diffusion (cold), to simultaneously identify both user communities and
topics in order to uncover inter-community influence dynamics. The generative
process can be summarized in three steps. First, per community topic distri-
bution is sampled according to Dirichlet. Then for each community-topic pair,
temporal distribution (timestamp) of a topic for a community is also sampled
according to Dirichlet. Finally, a user chooses a community based on her commu-
nity membership distribution and selects a topic from the community according
to the community’s topic distribution to generate a post (e.g., a tweet). The
time of the post is from the temporal distribution of that topic for that commu-
nity. Contrary to the unified generative model, Fani et al. [12] have proposed a
neural embedding approach to identify temporally like-minded user communi-
ties given the user generated textual content. They model the users’ temporal
contribution towards topics of interest by introducing the notion of regions of
like-mindedness between users. These regions cover users who share not only
similar topical interests but also similar temporal behaviour. By considering the
identified set of regions of like-mindedness as a context, a neural network is
trained such that the probability of a user in a region is maximized given other
users in the same region. The final weights of the neural networks form the low-
dimensional vector representation of each user that incorporates both topics of
interest and their temporal nature. Finally, a graph partitioning technique is
applied on a weighted user graph in which the similarity of two users is based
on the cosine similarity of their respective vectors to identify like-minded user
communities. While both of these works sketch different architectures to incor-
porate temporality, they have shown performance improvement in modelling
content-based user communities, particularly in time-sensitive applications such
as item recommendation. However, in both work, users’ temporal content is only
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used to build user communities up until now and have limited applicability for
identifying user communities of the future.

2.2 Temporal Latent Space Modeling

Temporal latent space modeling aims at learning the evolution of a temporal
graph node and/or an edge over time into a dynamic low dense d-dimensional
vector in latent space which is allowed to modify its position in the latent space
over time. This can be employed for different underlying applications such as link
prediction and node classification [13]. Various works such as Temporal tensor-
factorization [11,34], and neural embeddings [14,27,35] have been proposed in
this respect. For instance, Singer et al. [27] extend the prior neural-based embed-
ding approaches on static graphs, e.g., node2vec [15], to temporal graphs. They
propose a semi-supervised algorithm, namely tNodeEmbed, that learns to com-
bine a node’s historical temporal embeddings into a final embedding such that
it can optimize for a given underlying task, e.g., link prediction. tNodeEmbed
initializes node embeddings for time interval t using a static node embedding
method. Since initialization for each time interval happens in isolation and inde-
pendently, the coordinates of the embeddeding space are not guaranteed to align.
tNodeEmbed learns a rotation matrix to align coordinates of node embeddings
within the time intervals given the fact that a node’s temporal behaviour between
two consecutive time intervals is gradual and does not follow a bursty pattern
(temporal smoothness). Each node embedding at time t, after alignment, is fed
to a recurrent neural network (rrn) with long short term memory (lstm) to out-
put the final temporal embedding of the node by optimizing for the specific task.
Zhu et al. [34], however, propose temporal latent space modeling for the task
of dynamic link prediction via non-negative matrix factorization followed by a
scalable inference algorithm based on block coordinate gradient descent (bcgd)
to obtain embeddings in linear time.

While suitable for predicting links in a social network structure, proposed
temporal latent space models are inherently deficient when the communities
need to take users’ content similarity into account, i.e., identify content-based
user communities in the future. To the best of our knowledge, no approach inves-
tigates the application of temporal latent space modeling for temporal content-
based community detection, which is the main objective of this paper.

3 Problem Definition

Given a set of topics Z from a social network, such as Twitter, within T time
intervals extracted by a topic detection method (e.g., lda) and a set of users
U , we represent the topic preference of user u ∈ U towards topic set Z at time
interval t : 1 ≤ t ≤ T as a vector xut = [xut,1:|Z|], namely topic preference vector,
where xut,z ∈ R[0,1] indicates the preference by user u for topic z at time interval
t. We let temporal graph Gt = (U , Et, s) represent the content-based similarity
between the users of the social network whose nodes are users in U and Et is
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the set of weighted undirected edges whose weights are based on a similarity
function s, which is defined as the cosine similarity of topic preference vectors
of the users at time interval t, i.e., ∀u, v ∈ U : s(u, v : t) = xut·xvt

|xut||xvt| . Given
[G1:T], we aim to accurately predict a set of induced subgraphs in GT+1 to form
content-based user communities at time interval T + 1.

4 Proposed Approach

Our approach consists of three subsequent phases: users’ topic preference detec-
tion, temporal latent space inference, and community prediction. In the follow-
ing, we lay out the details of each step.

4.1 Topic Preference Detection

To instantiate the topic preference vector, we find (i) a set of topics Z that
have been observed within T time intervals, and (ii) u’s degree of interest at
time interval t towards each topic z ∈ Z, i.e., xut,z in topic preference vector
xut = [xut,1 .. xut,z .. xut,|Z|]. We derive the set of topics from the collection
of users’ posts using lda [5]. To this end, we view all tweets authored by each
user u at time interval t as a single document dut. Given the document corpus
D = {dut|∀u ∈ U , 1 ≤ t ≤ T} and the number of topics |Z|, lda distills D into
two probability distributions: (i) distribution of words in each topic (φz); and
(ii) distribution of each topic z in each document (θdut,z

) showing u’s degree of
interest toward z at time t. Formally, xut,z = θdut,z

. Once users’ topic preference
vectors have been identified at time interval t, we are able to calculate the
similarity function s for all pairs of users and build the temporal graph Gt.

4.2 Temporal Latent Space Inference

Within time period T, the stream of graphs [G1 ..Gt.. GT] could be considered
as a dynamic graph G which is evolving over time. We map each user u up
until time interval t ≤ T to a low-rank d-dimensional latent space, denoted
by yut, while imposing the following assumptions: (i) users change their latent
representations over time, (ii) two users that are close to each other in G remain
close in latent space, (iii) two users who are close in latent space share similar
topics of interest with each other.

Formally, given a dynamic network G , we find a d-dimensional latent space
representation for ∀u ∈ U for time interval 1 ≤ t ≤ T that minimizes the
quadratic loss with temporal regularization:

arg min
[ T∑

t=1

∑
u,v∈U

quadratic loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
|s(u, v : t) − yuty

�
vt|2F +λ

T∑
t=1

∑
u∈U

temporal smoothness︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1 − yuty

�
u(t−1))

]

∀u ∈ U ;yut ≥ 0,yuty
�
ut = 1

(1)
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where in the quadratic loss component, s(u, v : t) is the similarity score for a pair
of users u and v in Gt, yut is the d-dimensional latent representation for u up until
time interval t, λ is a regularization parameter, and the temporal smoothness
component (1 − yuty

�
u(t−1)) penalizes user u for a sudden change in its location

in latent space. Our model maps each user to a point in a unit hypersphere
rather than simplex, because sphere modeling gives a clearer boundary between
similar users and dissimilar users when mapping all user pairs into latent space.
It is worth noting that in our proposed model, a user’s position in latent space
up until time interval t depends on preceding movement of the user in the latent
space since the first time interval 1 ≤ t′ < t via observation of [G1 .. Gt]. This is
contrary to static models that obtain latent representation based solely on Gt.

Optimizing Eq. 1 is expensive in terms of space and time complexity as it
requires all graphs in G to jointly update all temporal latent representations for
users in all time intervals. To optimize Eq. 1, we use the local block coordinate
gradient descent (bcgd) algorithm [34], in which inference happens sequentially.
Specifically, we optimize users’ latent representation locally by minimizing the
following objective function at each time interval t:

arg min
∑

u,v∈U
(s(u, v : t) − yuty

�
vt)

2 +
∑
u∈U

(1 − yuty
�
u(t−1)) (2)

The local bcgd algorithm infers users’ latent representation from a single
graph snapshot Gt and prior initialization from yu(t−1). The algorithm iteratively
updates yut until it converges and then moves to the computation of temporal
latent space in the next time interval t + 1. This local sequential update schema
greatly reduces the computational cost in practice. We refer readers to [34] for
in-depth analysis of the local bcgd algorithm.

4.3 User Community Detection in the Future

Our goal is to predict those user communities whose members share similar
temporal expositions toward similar topics of interest in the future graph GT+1.
To do so, we first estimate the future graph GT+1. Based on our model, the
topical similarity between two users depends only on their latent representations.
In other words, the more two latent representations for a pair of users are close,
the more similar the users are in terms of topics of interest. As a result, given
∀u, v ∈ U : yu(T+1) and yv(T+1), we are able to predict future graph GT+1 =
(U , ET+1, s) assuming s(u, v : T + 1) = yu(T+1)y

�
v(T+1). However, yu(T+1) and

yv(T+1) are not available and have to be approximated based on temporal latent
representations up until time interval T, i.e., yu(T+1) = η(f(yu1, .. yut, .. yuT))
where η is a link function and f is a temporal function.

In order to ensure that our proposed model considers all user information
from time interval 1 to T when learning the representation for yu(T+1), we define
the user representation at each time interval to be a summarized representation
of that user’s activities in all previous time intervals. In other words, yu(T+1)

will encode information for user u in time intervals 1 to T. Similarly, the user
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representation for u for the time period 1 to T− 1 is captured in yuT. As such,
a user’s latent position at time interval T depends on her latent representation
at time interval T − 1 (which already captures user information up to T− 2),
notationally, yu(T+1) = η(f(yuT)). Without loss of generality, we choose f as
the identity function and η as the identity link function. Hence, user’s latent
representation at time T becomes the proxy for her latent representation at
time T + 1, as suggested by Zhu et al. [34], i.e.,

yu(T+1) � yuT (3)

s(u, v : T + 1) = yuTy
�
vT (4)

where yuT encapsulates the latent representations of all snapshots from 1 to
T − 1.

Now, given GT+1, we employ a graph partitioning heuristic to extract clusters
of users that form our final user communities in the future. We leverage the
Louvain method [6] as it is a linear heuristic for the problem of graph partitioning
based on modularity optimization. Louvain can be applied to weighted graphs,
does not require a priori knowledge about the number of communities, and is
computationally efficient on large graphs [25]. The application of Louvain on
GT+1 produces a set of induced subgraphs such as GT+1[C] whose vertex set
C ⊂ U and edge set consists of all of the edges in ET+1 that have both endpoints
in C. Subgraphs with |C| ≥ 2 form instances of user communities.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Dataset and Experimental Setup

We adopted a Twitter dataset consisting of 2,948,742 tweets authored by 135,731
users in Nov. and Dec. 2010. The two month time period is sampled on a daily
basis, i.e., T + 1 = 61. The settings in each step of our method are as follows:

Topic Preference Detection. We applied lda using Mallet api after removing
stopwords. The number of topics used for reporting results in this paper has
been set to |Z| = 50 noting that other topic sizes did not change the findings
of this paper. We created ∀u ∈ U : xut = [xut,1 .. xut,z .. xut,50] for t = 1 up to
day 60 as our observation to build G = [G1 .. Gt .. GT=60] in order to predict
GT+1=61 at the future day 61.

Model Training. We adopt sequential (local) version of block coordinate gra-
dient descent proposed by Zhu et al. [34]. By setting the temporal smoothness
(regularization) parameter λ = 0.01, we performed experiments on increasing
number of dimensions d ∈ {10, 20, ..., 100} for learning temporal latent represen-
tation of users in 1,000 iterations.

User Community Detection in Future. We apply Louvain with resolution
parameter 1.0 using Pajek1 to identify subgraphs.
1 mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/.

http://mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/
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5.2 Baselines

We compare our work against four categories of baselines:

Community Prediction Baseline. To the best of our knowledge, the most
related baseline to our work is a temporal content-based latent space model
proposed by Appel et al. [2] where shared matrix factorization has been used
to embed social network dynamics and temporal content in a shared feature
space followed by a traditional clustering technique, such as k-means, to identify
user communities.

Temporal Community Detection Baselines. Hu et al. [18] and Fani
et al. [12] are two temporal content-based community detection baselines. The
former is a generative process for predefined number of topics and communities.
This method is a mixture model in which all users are members of all commu-
nities with a probability distribution. We only consider the community with the
highest probability as the user’s community. The latter is based on temporal user
embeddings. This method learns a mapping from the user space to a low-rank
latent space that incorporates both topics of interest and their temporality.

Non-temporal Community Detection Baselines. Ye et al. [33] and Lou-
vain [6] are non-temporal link-based community detection methods from two
extremes of neural-based non-negative matrix factorization (nmf) and modular-
ity optimization, respectively. To select the best setting for each method, we
performed experiments on increasing number of communities C = {5, 10, 20, 30}
for Appel et al., Hu et al., and Ye et al., and varying embedding dimensions
d = {100, 200 .. 500} and d = {5, 10, 20, 30} for Fani et al. and Appel et al.,
respectively. The final communities which are based on the users’ temporal con-
tent until day 60 are used to predict communities in day 61.

Collaborative Filtering Baselines. Temporal collaborative filtering methods
are able to predict users’ topics of interest in future and, hence, can be used
for the task of content-based community prediction, among which we choose the
strongest methods, namely, timesvd++ [20] and rrn [29] as our baselines. We
performed grid search over the bin size in {1, 2, 4 .. 64} and factor size in {10,
20, 40, 80} to select the best settings.

5.3 Evaluation Methodology

Contrary to small real social networks or synthetic ones, gold standard commu-
nities are often not available for real world applications [8]. As such, well-defined
quality measures such as rand index or normalized mutual information (nmi)
that require comparison to the gold standard cannot be used. On the other hand
and in the absence of a golden standard, quality functions such as modularity
are not helpful either since they are based on the explicit links between users. In
our approach and the baselines, the links between the users are inferred through
a learning process and are not explicit. For instance, a near perfect method may
result in low modularity because graph edges are sparse and do not form densely
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Fig. 1. The impact of dimension size on our method.

connected user sets. Conversely, a weak method may connect topically dissimilar
users together forming communities of users that do not share similar interests
but have a high modularity. So, the communities that achieve high structural
quality in an inferred similarity graph are not necessarily optimal.

Alternatively, the performance of community detection methods can be mea-
sured through observations made at the application level. In these extrinsic eval-
uation strategies, a user community detection method is considered better iff its
output communities improve an underlying application. We deploy two applica-
tions, namely news recommendation, and user prediction. By using these appli-
cations, we explore whether our proposed method is able to provide stronger
performance compared to the state of the art.

To this end, we first build a gold standard dataset for these applications by
collecting news articles to which a user has explicitly linked in her tweets (or
retweets). We postulate that users post news articles since they are interested
in the topics of the news articles. We build the gold standard from a set of news
articles whose urls have been posted by user u at time T + 1. We see each entry
as a triple (u, a, T + 1) consisting of the news article a, user u, and the time
interval T + 1 to form our gold standard.

5.4 Results

We compare the quality of the communities predicted by our method against
the baselines in the context of news recommendation and user prediction.

News Recommendation. To evaluate communities of the future in the context
of the news recommendation, we recommend news articles in two steps:

1. For each community C, we recommend news articles in a ranked list based on
the similarity of the article a and the community’s overall topic preference
vector at time T + 1. The overall topic preference vector for a community is
the sum over all users’ topic preference vector belonging to the community,
i.e.,

∑
u∈C xu(T+1).

2. We recommend news article a to user u ∈ C based on the same ranked list as
her community’s list. A true community is one whose members are interested
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in the same topics of interest in the future. As a result, at time T + 1, a news
article is about the same topics of interest as the community’s overall interests
iff all the members post about the same or similar news articles.

Table 1. Comparison with baselines. Asterisk (∗) indicates statistically significant
improvement over other baselines using paired t-test at p < 0.05.

Method News recommendation User prediction

mrr ndcg5 ndcg10 precision recall f-measure

Community prediction

Our approach 0.225∗ 0.108∗ 0.105∗ 0.012∗ 0.035 0.015∗

Appel et al. [PKDD’18] 0.176 0.056 0.055 0.007 0.094 0.0105

Temporal community detection

Hu et al. [SIGMOD’15] 0.173 0.056 0.049 0.007 0.136 0.013

Fani et al. [CIKM’17] 0.065 0.040 0.040 0.007 0.136 0.013

Non-temporal link-based community detection

Ye et al. [CIKM’18] 0.139 0.056 0.055 0.008 0.208 0.014

Louvain [JSTAT’08] 0.108 0.048 0.055 0.004 0.129 0.007

Collaborative filtering

rrn [WSDM’17] 0.173 0.073 0.08 0.004 0.740∗ 0.008

timesvd++ [KDD’08] 0.141 0.058 0.064 0.003 0.657 0.005

We evaluate the recommended list of news articles using standard retrieval
metrics such as mrr, ndcg5, and ndcg10. Foremost, we analyze the effect of
dimension d on our inference algorithm. We vary d from 10 to 100 and report
the performance in Fig. 1. As seen, the overall trend indicates that the recom-
mendation performance in terms of all ranking metrics increases with the number
of dimensions up to an extremum at d = 70. Next, we compare our proposed
method at its best setting (d = 70) against the baselines at their best settings in
Table 1. As shown, our proposed method outperforms other baselines in terms
of all ranking metrics in the context of news recommendation. We attribute the
accuracy of our proposed approach to the fact that it directly models and lever-
ages the impact of users’ pairwise similarity over their topics of interest within
the time dimension, i.e., sequence of similarity graphs, which has been over-
looked in all of the other baselines. For instance, Hu et al. is neither a predictive
model nor aware of temporal similarity among users, and Ye et al. and Louvain
do not take temporal information into account at all. However, it is worth not-
ing that due to capturing sequences of inter-user similarities indirectly through
collaborative filtering, rrn was able to become the runner-up in terms of ndcg5
and ndcg10.

User Prediction. The other application with which we evaluate our approach
is the user prediction application. Here, given the user communities of the future,
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Our approach
Appel et al. [pkdd’18]
Hu et al. [sigmod’15]
Fani et al. [cikm’17]
Ye et al. [cikm’18]
Louvain [J. Stat. Mech.’08]
rrn [wsdm’17]
timesvd++ [kdd’08]

Fig. 2. User distribution in communities. Our method leads to a higher number of
communities with a proportional distribution of users in the communities while the
baseline methods have a higher skewness. Disproportionate distribution of users in
communities can lead to poor application-level performance.

the goal is to predict which users will post news article a at time T + 1. To do
so, we consider members of the closest community to a news article in terms
of topics of interest at time T + 1 to be the potential posters. We use precision,
recall, and f-measure to report user prediction performance. We further compare
our method at its best which happens to be at d = 80, against the baselines at
their best setting in Table 1. In terms of precision, our proposed method was able
to outperform other baselines. In terms of recall ; however, some of the baselines
could achieve higher performance and our method is not as strong. The reason
for such high recall for some baselines is the fact that the they cluster users
into very few, yet large user communities, as seen in Fig. 2. For instance, rrn
was able to excel in recall due to its low number of communities. In an extreme,
if a method only identifies one community that includes all of the users, recall
would be 1. As such the lower the number of the communities is, the higher
the recall would be. However, this comes at the cost of precision. Overall, the
f-measure metric points to higher quality communities identified based on our
proposed work. This reinforces the fact that when users’ pairwise similarity with
respect to the topics of interest over time are explicitly embedded in a sequence
of graphs, it will lead to higher quality user communities in the future. Further,
Fig. 2 shows that unlike some of the baselines where the majority of the users
are placed in only a few communities and the other communities only have a
few members (leading to higher recall but poor performance on precision), our
approach could proportionally distribute users across different communities and
hence show superior performance over precision and f-measure.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Our work is among the first to explore the idea of predicting topical user com-
munities on social networks. We learn to represent users within a latent space
that preserves users’ topical similarities over time. Our experiments show that
our approach is able to predict communities of like-minded users with respect
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to topics of interest in future yet-to-be-observed time interval and outperform
the state of the art. The area that we would like to work on in our future work
pertains to the fact that our approach penalizes significant and sudden changes
in the position of a user’s representations in latent space. In other words, our
approach favors smooth transition of user representations across different time
intervals. However, there may be cases where sudden change in the position of
the user representation in latent space may be warranted such as in reaction to
bursty topics. As future work, we plan to generalize our approach to support for
such cases based on intuitions from Deng et al. [9].
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